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SITE

ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for providing targeted online com
pensation reports that accounts for unique individual char
acteristics, such as related to a job, by using dynamic profiles
is described. The preferred embodiment uses a survey
engine (247) having a collaborative filtering engine that
determines appropriate questions to ask the user during the
Survey, and may further provide Suggested possible answers.
A collection of user profiles are used for comparison pur
poses and to further produce individualized compensation
reports.
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REQUEST FOR MEW
OUESTION
PROFILE DEFINITION KEY
DOES NOT EXIST IN HASH.TABLE

FIND TOP 1, FIELDGROUPTHATUSER HAS NOTANSWERED,

BUT THAT IS RELATED TO QUESTIONS THAT THEY HAVE ANSWERED.
AMONG THESE (UESTIONS, ORDER THEM BY THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:

1. AT THE HIGHEST LEVELAS DEFINED BY THELEVELDOCUMENT FOR THIS WIZARD.
2. THE MOST COMMON QUESTION AMONGSTALL OF THE GROUPS

THAT THE USER IS IN (COUNT)
3. THE MOSTPOPULARQUESTION AMONGAFFINITY GROUPS THATARE

MORE COMPLEX. (AFFINITY DEPTH)
4. THE AMOST POPULAR QUESTION AMONG THOSESAMEAFFINITY GROUPS. (MAX)
IFNONE EXIST, RETURN NULL

RETURN NEXT
FIELDGROUP OR NULLIF
NONEA/AILABLE
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WIZARD MUSTDETERMINE

USERREQUESTS

WHAT NE,gloGROUP

NEXT OUESTION

GET SOURCE OUESTIONS:
SYSTEM DETERMINES WHICH

SYSTEM LOOKSAT LIST OF.

AFFINITY GROUPS THAT THE

QUESTIONS THESEAFFINITY
GROUPS COME FROM. (IE, IF THE
AFFINITY GROUPIS
JOB=PROGRAMMER, THE
QUESTION THAT IT REFERS TOIS
"JOB"). LETSSAYTHIS LISTIS
"JOB", "INDUSTRY AND CITy".

USER BELONGSTO

SYSTEM THEN TAKES THE ANSWERED

GET ANSWERED

FEEESSEM
LOOKS
UPALLTHATWE
OF THE
OUESTIONS
HAVE ANSWERED.
.
LETSSAYTHAT
LIST
IS"JOB",
"INDUSTRYAMD "CITY

QUESTIONS, AMD LOOKS UPWHICH
PARENTQUESTIONS ARE OUESTION
RELATED TO THOSE CHILD QUESTIONS.
HAVE ANSWERED FOR "JOB"THAT LISTIS
"INDUSTRY
AND "SKILL"FOR "INDUSTRY
ITIS BLANKAND FOR"CITY. ITIS "JOB"
SO OUR FINAL LIST ONLY CONTAINS "JOB"
"INDUSTRYAWD "SKILL". BUTWE
HAVENTANSWERED "SKILL", SOWE
REMOVE THATOME. '

"WEBóris'EGSEGi Esi NWE

SYSTEM
THEN GOES BACKAND
FINDS THE SUBSET OF
RELEWAWAFFINITIES THAT

WEARE IN THAT MATCH BACK TO
THIS LIST OF QUESTIONS. THESE
ARE THE GROUPS THATARE
RELEWANT TO THEANSWER INOUR

CASE WE LOOK UPALE THE

AFFINITY GROUPS WEARE IN THAT

CONTAIN INDUSTRYANDJOB. IN
OUR CASE, THATIS

"JOB=PROGRAMMER"AMD

"INDUSTRY=INTERNET.
----

CA)C/

FIG. 7
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THEN WE LOOKAGAIN AT THE QUESTION RELATIONS, AND FIND THE LIST OF

RELATED
CHILDREN FOR OUR NEW LIST (INDUSTRY&JOB), SUCH THAT
WE HAVE MOTANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS. SO THE CHILDREN OF
"JOB"ARE EMPLOYER"AND"CERTIFICATION". THE CHILDREN OF

INDUSTRY ARE"JOB" "BUSINESS TYPE, AND "CERTIFICATION, BUT
WEWEAL READYANSWERED JOB, SOOUR LISTENDS UP BEING

"EMPLOYER", "CERTIFICATION"AND"BUSINESS TYPE"

THENOUR SYSTEM LOOKS IN THE POPULAR QUESTIONTABLE, AND FINDS ALL
THE POPULAR GUESTIONS FOR THE GROUPS WEARE IN OF THOSE
POPULAR QUESTIONS, WE MUST ONLY CHOOSE ONE OF THE RELATED
QUESTIONS, SO THAT LEAVES"EMPLOYER"AND"CERTIFICATION". IF
NOPOPULARQUESTIONS ARE FOUND IN THE POPULAR QUESTIONTABLE
THAT MATCHOUR LIST, NO QUESTION IS RETURNED IF ONLY ONE
QUESTION IS FOUND THAT QUESTION IS RETURNED. (THOUGH NOT TO THE
USER YET1STILL MORE STEPS TO GO) INOURCASE, "EMPLOYER" IS
FOUND FOR BOTH JOB=PROGRAMMER (WITH 100 PEOPLE) AND
INDUSTRY-INTERNET (WITH 2000 PEOPLE), BUT CERTIFICATION IS ONLY

FOUND FORJOB=PROGRAMMER (WITH 105 PEOPLE)

AND BUSINESS TYPE IS FOUND IN INDUSTRY-INIERMET WITH 25 PEOPLE

EACHSUGGESTED OUESTION HASTWOASSOCATEDATTRIBUTES -

ITS COUNTANDITS POPULARITY THE COUNTREFERS TO HOWMANY
TIMES THIS ANSWER HAS APPEARED, SINCE TCANONIYAPPEAR
OMCEPERAFFINITY THE MOREAFFINITIES THATSUGGEST THIS
ANSWER THE HIGHER ITISRANKED INOURCASE, EMPLOYER
HASA COUNT OF2AND CERIFICATION HASA COUNT OF AND
BUSINESS TYPE HASA COUNT OF 1

CONTINUEDONT

"SUGGESTOUESTION
USE CASEPAGE2"

FIG. 7

(Continued)
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EACHSUGGESTED GUESTIOM

ALSO HASA POPULARITY, WHICH

ISAIALLY OF THE MUWBER OF .
PEOPLE WHO ANSWERED THAT
QUESTION FORA GIVEN .
AFFINITY IN OUR CASE, EMPLOYER
HAS A POPULARITY OF 100 AND
CERTIFICATION HASA POPULARITY OF
105. AND BUSINESS TYPE HASA

THIS LIST IS THEN PASSED TO THE

EACHOUESTION HASA

CORRESPONDINGLEVEL FROM 1 TO
WFIWTY 1 IS THE LOWEST LEVEL. A
USER HASA CORRESPONDINGLEVEL

THE WIZARD THEN COMPARES THIS
ORDERED LIST TO THE LEVELS

WHICH IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF
ANY QUESTION THE USER
HAS ANSWERED.

WHETHER THE QUESTION MATCHES
THEAPPROPRIATE

INOURCASE, "EMPLOYER" IS
LEVEL 5AMD "CERTIFICATION IS

SUGGESTSAMOTHER QUESTION

ANSWERED JOB" (LEVEL2)
"INDUSTRY." (LEVEL 1), AND "CITY
(LEVEL 3), SO THE USER HASA

CERTIFICATION (LEVEL5)

WIZARD IN THE GIVEN ORDER. SO
THE LISTIS
"EMPLOYER"
"CERTIFICATION
"BUSINESS TYPE

POPULARITY OF 25

DOCUMENT. THERE ITCHECKS
CONSTRAINTS, AND IF NOT,

NowEMPLOYER
OURLIST(LEVEL
LOOKSLIKE
5)

LEVEL 5AND BUSINESS TYPE IS
LEVEL2. THE USER HAS

CORRESPONDINGLEVELOF 3.

WE THEN LOOK TO SEE WHAT IS THE

NEXT LEVEL THAT HAS QUESTIONSWE,

HAVE NOTANSWERED THATIS
LEVEL 4. IF LEVEL 4 ISA

SINCE BUSINESS TYPE IS BELOW

REQUIRED LEVELIHEN WE MUST.

THE LEVEL OF THE CURRENTUSER, ITIS

SUGGEST THE DEFAULT
QUESTION FOR LEVEL4. (EACH
REQUIRED LEVE MUST HAVEA
DEFAULTQUESTION).

AUTOMATICALIYDISQUALIFIED ONLY
OUESTIONS AT THE SAME LEVELOR
ABOVE CAN BE CONSIDERED.

INOURCASE LEVEl 4 IS NOT

THETHE
USER"EMPLOYER"
IS THEN PRESENTED
WITH. . . . REQUIRED, SOWESUGGEST THE .
QUESTION.
TOP CUESTION FROM OUR LIST
EMPLOYER.

FIG. 8
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WIZARD MUST FIND
SUGGESTED ANSWERS -

FOR EMPLOYER, TOSHOW
TO USER

GET SOURCE QUESTIONS:

SYSTEM GROUPS
LOOKSATTHAT
LISTTHE
OF
AFFINITY

SYSTEM DETERMINES WHICH.

QUESTIONS
GROUPS
COMETHESEAFFINITY
FROM. (IE, IF THE
AFFINITY GROUPIS
JOB=PROGRAMMER, THE
QUESTION THAT IT REFERS TOIS
"JOB", "INDUSTRY, AMD "CITY".

USER BELONGSTO

SYSTEM THEN TAKES "SOURCE
QUESTIONS" AND LOOKSUPTHE
SUBSET OF THESE QUESTIONS
WHICHARE AWS/ER RELATED TO

SYSTEM THEN GOES BACKAND
FINDS THE SUBSET OF

RELEAVTAFFITIES THAT
WEARE IN THAT MATCH BACK TO
THIS LIST OF QUESTIONS. THESE
. ARE THE GROUPS THATARE
RELEANT TO THE ANSWER INOUR
CASE WE LOOK UPALL THE
AFFINITY GROUPS WEARE IN THAT
COMAINIOBAND CITY IN OUR

THE CURRENTUESTION

(EMPLOYER). SOWELOOKIN THE

ANSWER RELATIONSTABLE, AND FIND
OUT WHICH OF JOB, INDUSTRY AND

CITY ARE RELATED TO EMPLOYER, IT
TURNS OUT THATIOB"AND"CITY
ARE RELATED, BUT NOT INDUSTRY SO
THE LISTIS FILTERED TOJOBAND CITY

CASE, THATIS
"CITY-REDMOND"

"JOBPROGRAMMER"AND

FIG. 9
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CA)
SYSTEM THEN LOOKSUPIN THEAFFINITYPOPULAR ANSWERTABLE,
AND FINDS ALL THE POPULAR ANSWERS TO THE "EMPLOYER" .
QUESTION, RESTRICTED TO THE SET OF RELE/AMTAFFINITIESSO
NOWWE LOOK UPINATABLE THE POPULAR ANSWERS TO THE
"EMPLOYER" QUESTION FOR THE GROUPS "JOB=PROGRAMMER"
AND "CITY-REDMOND". THE JOB-PROGRAMMERLIST CONTAIWS

MICROSOFTWITH 40 PEOPLE, AMAZON.COM WITH 10 PEOPLE, AND
DRUGSTORE.COM WITH 4 PEOPLE THE LIST WITH CITY-REDMOND
CONTAINS MICROSOFTWITH 30 PEOPLE, REDMONDSUPERMARKET
WITH 5 PEOPLE AND REDMONDFIRE DEPARTMENT WITH 1 PERSON.
EACHSUGGESTED ANSWER HAS TWO ASSOCATEDATTRIBUTES.
ITS COUNTAND ITS POPULARITY THE COUNTREFERS
TO HOWMAWYTIMES THIS AWSMER HASAPPEARED SINCE TCAN

ONLYAPPEAR ONCE PERAFFINITY THE MOREAFFINITIES
INOURCASE, MICROSOFTHASA COUNT OF2, AMAZON HASA

THATSUGGEST THIS ANSWER THE HIGHER ITIS RANKED.

COUNT OF 1, REDMONDSUPERMARKETHASA COUNT OF 1, ETC.
EACHSUGGESTED ANSWER ALSO HAS A POPULARITY, WHICH
VALUE FORA GIVEN QUESTION/AFFINITY PAIR.. INOURCASE,
MICROSOFTHASA POPULARITY OF 40, AMAZON HASA
POPULARITY OF 10, REDMONDSUPERMARKETHASA,

ISAIALLY OF THE MUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO ANSWERED THAT

POPULARITY OF5, ETC.

CONTINUED ON

"SUGGESTANSWER

USE CASEPAGE2"
FIG. 9

(Continued)
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THESE ANSWERS ARE THEN ORDERED, FIRST
BY THE COUNT, THEN BY THE IMAXIMUM
POPULARITY (IE, IFA SUGGESTED

ANSWER HASTWO DIFFERENT POPULARITIES

FOR TWO DIFFERENT GROUPS (SUCHAS
INDUSTRY=INTERNET. AND CITY-REDMOND)
THE GREATERVALUE IS USED THEN WE LIMIT
THIS LIST TO THE TOP 10 OF THESEANSWERS.
HOWEVER, IF THIS QUESTION OSA
DROPDOWN, THEN WE MUST
SUGGESTOTHER ANSWERS, EVEN IF
THEY DONTAPPEAR ON THE
POPULARITYLIST IN THIS CASE, THE
10 ANSWER LIMIT DOES MOTAPPLY
AND THE DROPDOWN ALWAYS
CONIANSALL THE POSSIBLE
CHOICES. AN EXAMPLE OF THIS ISA
"COUNTRYLIST, WHERE ALL THE
COUNTRIES MUST BE LISTED.

INOURCASE thisTWOULD LOOK
MICROSOFT

AMAZON.COM
DRUGSTORE.COM
REDMONDFIRE DEPARTMENT

REDMONDSUPERMARKET

THAT IS THE LIST OFSUGGESTED

ANSWERS FOREMPLOYER FOR THIS
... USER HE MAY CHOOSE ONE OF

THOSE ANSWERS, OR SELECT ONE
. . . FROMANOTHER
LISTORCREATEA . . . .
NEWANSWER.
F.G. 10
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PROFILE DATABASE
FIG. 12
PROFILE DATA IS TOKENIZED
INTO AM OPTIMIZED FORMAT

SEARCHABLEBYSOL SERVER
FULL TEXT INDEX

TOKEMIZED DATA (SSTORED IN
ASOL SERVERDB TABLE

NEWVALUE ADDED TO
SYSTEM BYUSER

MANUALAFFINITY OUERY
GENERATED BYSYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR WITH MORE

AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED
AFFINITY GENERATED WITH THAT
WALUE ASA NEW VALUE

COMPLEXLOGIC, SUCH AS

AND, OR, Ng LDCARD

AFFINITY GROUP DEFINITIONS
ARE DEFINED AS PROFILE
SEARCHENGINE QUERIES,
AND PERIODICALLY SYSTEM
RUMS THROUGHALLAFFINITY
GROUPS AND POPULATES A

PROFILESSEARCHENGINE

POPULATES AFFINITY GROUP
DATABASE WITH NEW DATA

FROM QUERIES,

TABLE WITH ALL PROFILESFOR

. .

.

EACH GROUP
AFFINITY GROUP
a

F.G. 13.

DATABASE.

..
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LOOKUPALLMATCHGROUPS FOR THIS
. PROFILESEARCH IN ORDER FORA . .

MATCHGROUPIOBE SATISFIED, AT
LEASIONE QUESTION IN THE
MATCHGROUPMUST HAVEA HIT
A MATCHGROUPISA SET OF

QUESTIONS

LOOK UPAL PROFILES THAT MATCH FOREACH
MATCHGROUP MATCHINGPROFILES ARE

EITHER EXACT MATCHES, ORAFFINITY

MATCHES. EXACT MATCHES MEAM THAT

USER HAS ANSWERED EXACTLY THE SAME

ANSWER AS THIS PROFILE WHEREASAFFINITY

MATCHES MEAN THATUSER IS IN THE SAME
AFFINITY GROUPAS THIS PROFILE A CLASS OR
CLASSES OF AFFINITIES TO BE USED FOR THIS
COMBINATION ISSET IN THE COMBINATION

IFNO CLASSES ARE DEFINED, THEN NO

AFFINITIES WILL BESEARCHED.
DISTINGUISHING CLASSESALLOWS THE
SYSTEM TOUSE DIFFERENTAFFINITIES FOR

DIFFERENTSEARCHES,

PROFILES ARESCORED BASED
UPON THE TYPE OF MATCH

EXACT MATCHES ARE GIVENA
HIGHER SCORE (DEFINED BY

ADMIN)ANDAFFINITYMATCHES
ARE GIVEN A LOWER SCORE
(DEFINED BYADMIN). IF MORE

THANOME MATCHGROUPEXISTS IN
A COMBINATION, AND ITIS ONLYA
PARTIAL EXACT MATCH, THEN ITIS
CONSIDEREDAWAFFINITY MATCH.

FG 16
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A PROFILES EXACT MATCH SCORE
FORA
MATCHGROUPISDETERMINED
BY TAKING THE NUMBER OF TIMES IT

HAS EXACT MATCHED IN THE
MATCHGROURTHEN MULTIPLYING THAT
NUMBER BY THE EXACT MATCH
SCORE DEFINED FOR THE
MATCH GROUP

A PROFILFSAFFINITY MATCHSCORE
BYTAKING THENUMBER OF IMES IT
HAS AFFINITYMATCHED IN THAT
MATCHGROUPAND THEN MULTIPLYING
THATWUMBER BY THEAFFINITYMATCH
SCORE.

FORA MATCHGROUPISDETERMINED

F.G. 16

(Continued)
THE TWO SCORES AREADDEDURAND

THAT IS THE PROFILESSCORE FORTHAT
MATCHGROUP OF THE SCORE IS GREATER
THAN THE MAXSCOREALLOWABLE FOR
THAT MATCHGROUR THE MAXSCORE IS
USED INSTEAD IF THE DETERMINISTIC
FLAG IS SET TO 1 FOR THIS MATCHGROUP
ALL PROFILES THAT MATCHED FROM THIS
COMBINATIONARE ELIGIBLE FOR INCLUSION .
INTO THE FINAL PROFILE SEI.
,
THE TOTALSCORE OF EACH PROFILEIS
GIVEN BYADDING UPTHE PROFILE

SCORES FROMEACH MATCHGROUP

PROFILES MUST HAVE THE DETERMINISTIC

" " FLAGSETBYAT LEASTONE COMBINATION
TO BE CONSIDERED. OTHER PROFILES,
ARE DISCARDED .

"
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AFFINITY GROUPSARE CHOSEN

AS FILTERS AND GIVEN A RANKING.
THE FIRSTRANKING WITH THE

MINIMUM NUMBER OF PROFILESIS
CHOSEN, AND ONLY PROFILES IN
THATFILTERS ARE FRETURNED.

RANKINGSARE DEFINEDASA

RANGE OF SCORES, IFA SCORE IS

BELOWTHE LOWESTRANKING, ITIS
DISCARDED. OTHER PROFILES ARE
MAPPED FROM THEIR SCORESTO
THEIRRANKINGS, AND THEN
ORDERED BY SCORE FROM
HIGHEST TO LOWEST.

FIG 16

(Continued)
IF THE NUMBER OF PROFILES

REMAINING ISLESS THEN THE

MINIMUM COUNI, A MESSAGE IS
RETURNED STATING THIS, AND
APPROPRIATEACTION IS TAKEN BY
THE SYSTEM (IE, NOTCHARGING .
. THE USER). IF MORE THAN THE

MAXPROFILE
COUNTISAVAILABLE,
THE SETIS LIMITED TO MAXCOUNT
PROFILES (INDESCENDING ORDER).
THE REMAINING PROFILES
ARE DISCARDED

THIS FINAL SET OF PROFILESIS
RETURNED TO THE REPORTING
ENGINE FORAGGREGATION AND
ANALYSS.
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If any answer exists for the field Degree, and the profile also contains
Certification="degree" and/or Certification="Diploma in Information

Technology", then remove those value(s) for Certification. lf an anSWerfor Benefits/PerkS="Medical/Dental/Vision/Health
Insurance" exists and profile also contains Benefits/Perks="Dental Insurance"

and/or Benefits/Perks="Health Insurance" then remove those latter value(s) for

Benefits/Perks.

lf any Currency.< > "US-Dollars" then flag the profile for review. (This
rule to be removed at a later time when the system has gained certain levels of
Comfort With non-US profiles).

ifprofile does not contain an answer for Salary or Hourly Rate, then flag

the profile for review.

if profile contains any non-zero value for Salary or Hourly Rate, and also
Contains answers for the FieldGroups Profit Share, Monthly Royalty, Or Daily
Income with the values of 0, then remove the fieldgroup(s) for those that contain
Values of 0.

If profile contains a zero value for all compensation questions in the

profile, then deactivate the profile.

If the Currency field does not match for all compensation questions in the t
profile, then flag the profile for review.

if any field except the Job field contains "n/a" or "none" then global remove

the Value. If the field Was for Job, then flag the profile for review,

Profiles should also be marked for review if they contain a number of
anSWers to fields according to this table:

Field Benefits/Perks... if S-8 answer values in profile

Field Job... if >=4 answer values in profile
Field Primary Responsibilities... if>=8 answer values in profile
Skill...
if >=8 values. . . . . . . . . . . ...
Industry... if >=5 values
Other fields are Okto pass through.

FIG. 19
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if there is no value for Country but there is a nOn-zero Value for Salary Or

Hourly Rate with Currency="US-Dollars", and there is a value for Job, and the
email address does not end in "...ca", "br", "hk", etc; then add Country="United

States" to the profile.

11.

lf Currency= US and salary is <$8000 then mark for review. If Hourly
rate > 350, Or < 5 US Dollars, also mark for review. Do this similar rule again
for other Currencies and Salary/hourly rate ranges.
12.
If any of the following "rare" FieldGroups existin a profile (Position,
Tenured, Runs Batted In, etc), then flag the profile for review

13.

lf there is no Employer Name but there is a value for ProductActivity, then
remove any and all Productactivity answers for the profile, BUT only do it if there
is no other reason for the profile to be flagged for review from other rules.

14.

if there are no compensation answers at all, then deactivate profile.

15.

lf email name Contains funny words like "needajob" or "noemail" or
"johndoe" or 'asdfor"qwerty", or "test", etc, then flag profile for review.

6.

If either of the City or State Fields is the same as a known Country name,
but the profile's answer for Country is not the same as the profile's answer for.
City and/or State, then flag the profile for review.

17.

The No-Answers rule inactivates and marks a profile reviewed if there are
no answers at all in the profile. Also, if there are Only industry FieldGroups
answered (either confirmed or un-confirmed) and no other types of FieldGroups,
answered, then also inactivate and mark it reviewed.

18.
19.

20.

". .

if the Employer Name is like "PayScale" or "private" or "none of your

business", etc, the deactivate profile.

if the email name contains "underpaid COIn", "payscale. com", (internal

test email addresses) then deactivate the profile.

If there is more than 7 answer for Benefits/Perks, but one of them is "ivone

(contract-based)", then the answer"None (contract-based)"should be removed
from the profile,
F.G. 19

(Continued)
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if both Job = "St. Software Engineer/ Developer / Programmer" and
Job = "Software Engineer / Developer/Programmer" in the profile, then remove

the latter one from the profile. If both Job = "Consultant, IT and
Job = "Consultant" also in the profile, then remove the later one. If both

Job = "Senior Database Administrator (DBA)" and Job = "Database
Administrator (DBA)" then remove the later one,

22.

If Years in Field = 0, and the profile's Employment Status isearch goal
is NOT"student/evaluating job offer", then mark profile for review.
23.
Ifa profile has an unconfirmed (new) value for Certification, and there is
no Degree answered in the profile, then if the new answerfor Certification is
already an exact match of an existing value for the "Degree" field, remove the
unconfirmed Certification from the profile and add the known Degree instead.

24.

Profiles With these Job Combinations Should be marked for review:

(Associate Attorney OR Entry-Level Attorney) AND (General Counsel OR Partner

Law Firm).
25.

Check/apply all above rules to the profile first. If there is no reason for the
profile to be deactivated Or flagged for review, but if a profile has no Smart
Report yet and there is a value for Job that Would succeed if the Smart Report
was run, then automatically Order and delivera Smart report for this profile.

26.

Checklapply all above rules to the profile first if there is no reason for the

profile to be deactivated or flagged for review, and if there is a value for Country,
a non-zero value for Salary or Hourly Rate, and value for Job that Would
succeed the Smart Report when runi (or if the last Smart Report is knownto
have Succeeded), then Activate the profile.

FIG.
19.
(Continued)
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SURVEYING APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
COMPENSATION REPORTS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
FIELD OF INVENTION

0001. The following disclosure relates generally to cor
relating statistical records and more particularly to correlat
ing compensation records to unique individual profiles.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Today, many reports are available that allow a user
to find, read, purchase, or otherwise acquire reports on
worker compensation. Most often these reports indicate
average pay rates by industry, job type, locale, and some
times they report more specific information about a particu
lar industry or job, such as bonuses, Stock options, average
workweek, or immigration status, among other things. To
create Such compensation reports two approaches are typi
cally used. One such approach is for a human analyst to
research and find a statistically valid number of individuals
with like characteristics, and devise a Suite of compensation
reports. This process is tedious, labor intensive and often
expensive. For a truly detailed report the analyst must be
relied on to do Substantial investigation and synthesize and
apply this information to the case at hand. Compensation
consultants with years of experience and resources can
generally accurately profile an individual’s worth in the
market place. However, Such an analysis is extremely spe
cialized and out of the reach of the typical consumer.
Simpler and less costly reports are available but they are
generally broadly classed and offer little utility.
0003. Simpler and less costly reports are available but
they are generally broadly classed and offer less utility. The
majority- of Software-based analysis provides a less expen
sive alternative but yields correspondingly limited informa
tion. Compensation services using current computer analysis
programs generally gather data using some form of ques
tionnaire and then feed the appropriate data into a computer
database or spreadsheet. Or more typically, generalized data,
such as from the US Bureau of Labor and Statistics, are used

as a base and then extrapolated based on region and date, and
often combined with third party Surveys. Typically, a com
puter then is instructed to run an analysis of the data to
provide statistical information Such as averages, medians,
and standard deviations on pre-determined groups of people.
However, the information provided is not unique to an
individual, but instead is a conglomeration of data that the
program feels best represents the individual. Because the
categorization of the individual is based solely on a limited,
predetermined set of responses to the questionnaire, it offers
little to no opportunity for evaluating unique characteristics.
For example, an automated compensation service may cat
egorize and calculate data showing that the average yearly
salary of a “Computer Programmer Level 3 in Washington
state is S64,250. This may or may not be applicable to a
“Senior Application Software Engineer with ten years of
experience and special training in the skill C++, but because
the closest answer describing the Senior Application Soft
ware Engineer's position in the initial Survey was a “Com
puter Programmer Level 3. the Senior Application Soft
ware Engineer has thus been categorized ineffectively,
which removes any unique abilities he may possess. The

Senior Application Software Engineer reading the afore
mentioned report cannot be sure how closely the published
report figures apply to himself individually. There are a
multitude of factors that affect any one individual's job
compensation. The current generalized reporting methods
for compensation reports cannot and do not incorporate
factors that provide for an accurate job comparison and
compensation analysis for individual users. Today's meth
ods require the user to gauge or self-approximate themselves
to a group of people being reported. Typically, such approxi
mations are grouped by a specific job title that a human
compensation analyst predetermines when creating a report
or when designing a computer service that eventually gen
erates the report. This grouping is generally not an exact
match with the user's actual job title and responsibilities and
often has little applicability to the users individual qualities.
For example, the compensation analyst might have created
a report for an isolated group called Computer Programmer
Level 3. For individuals who possess the same characteris
tics as the data files used to create this group, the reports
generated from Such a compensation analysis are reasonably
accurate. However, for individuals possessing unique capa
bilities, experiences, skills, or talents, the reports are essen
tially useless. The data are by definition misapplied because
any differences in the compared data are arbitrarily reflected
in the compensation report. This introduces doubt on the
user's part as to how closely he can trust the reports
applicability. Current compensation analysis techniques do
not provide users with affordable, accurate, and personalized
compensation reports. Job specific variables, critical to the
accurate assessment of an individuals worth, are not cor

rectly identified or uniformly applied. Furthermore, indi
viduals within a particular field are unaware of the value of
certain, often easily obtainable, qualifications. There is a
need, therefore, for a system and method to provide online
compensation reports using a more flexible Survey system
that produces dynamic profiles based on unique individual
attributes and automated comparisons, and reports that
account for these attributes.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0004 The invention overcomes the limitations of the
prior art and provides additional benefits. Under one aspect
of the invention, profiles are used to produce individualized
compensation reports. A Survey engine is used to produce
profiles of individuals that identify the individuals’ unique
characteristics. The Survey engine incorporates a collabora
tive filtering engine that determines appropriate questions to
ask the user during the Survey, and also provides Suggested
possible answers. Additionally, the system allows for the use
of open-text questions. Open-text questions allow for new
answers to be input by the user, without the prior need for
an administrator to pre-define the possible values for the
system, as is typical in prior art. The system incorporates
affinity groups around profile attributes (question answers),
providing a basis for gauging similarity of profiles for
various comparison and aggregation purposes described
herein. A collaborative filtering engine is incorporated,
which is both periodically modified by an administrator, and
also tuned by users themselves based on their actions and
responses. New affinity groups (associations of profiles) are
incorporated by the Survey engine to Suggest new questions
and possible answers in a Survey. Additionally, Some affinity
groups are generated automatically by the system, and
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finally by users themselves to create new interesting
relationships among profiles.
0005 The collaborative filtering engine enables the cap
ture of profile attributes that are targeted compensation
variables concerning a profile. The system automatically
incorporates new profiles into existing affinity groups, which
allows more targeted Survey questions and possible answers
to be determined without requiring constant human training
or intervention.

0006 Without a collaborative filtering system, the system
is unable to administer Surveys accurately for users who do
not fit into pre-defined categories, it is impossible to cat
egorize every occupational variation because the system
allows for open-text answers to questions, and because the
system provides for different questions to be determined
automatically and asked for differing types of user job
profile, the collaborative filtering system, along with affinity
groups and other requirements described herein, is
employed. Because the collaborative filtering system allows
for the system to make educated guesses within defined
constraints, the system can handle new categorizations more
effectively than a system wholly defined by a human admin
istrator. Additionally, in this system, the administrator
defines constraints that prohibit the Survey from asking
obviously wrong or out of place questions. An example of a
constraint is requiring that if the user does not answer any of
the Suggested questions, a default question is always asked.

0007. A new and surprising effect of using a collaborative

filtering system to define a Survey is that the system is
accommodates a much larger population of data using a
more targeted Survey. Previous implementations of compen
sation Surveys relied on a smaller sample size, a broad
Survey with generalized questions, or a larger base of
analysts to design and conduct Surveys and categorize the
data. Thus, the Survey was constrained purely by the human
resources needed to conduct it. The invention described

herein is not constrained as such and requires far fewer
human resources to conduct such a detailed Survey across
many different job categories. Another key aspect of the
invention includes the ability to search through the data that
have been collected by the Survey engine, using detailed
search criteria defined by a search definition document. The
document applies a scoring and filtering mechanism that
returns the most appropriate set of profiles based on the
user's goal for the analysis. The search document is useful

profile search in a format that is useful to a human for
compensation comparisons. A chart is defined as a series of
values, such as skills, paired with a series of measures. Such
as average salary, median salary, standard deviation, etc. A
sample chart is called "Average Salary By Skill' and it lists
each Skill along with an associated average salary. A report
is defined as a series of charts combined to provide an
overall picture and analysis for a user. For instance, consider
a report that aims to discover how a user compares with
regard to skills and experience in similar jobs. This report
incorporates many charts, as defined previously, which are
combined into a format that gives a user a good analysis and
understanding of the results of the user's search goal.
0009 Prior art approaches are unable to automate the
selection of charts within a compensation report, Such as
determining if “Average Salary by Practice Area is appli
cable to a report presented for a particular user profile (it
may only be applicable to a Lawyer, for instance). The prior
art requires that the administrator know in advance, every
chart that is relevant for a particular user. This shortcoming
restricted previous inventions in one of two ways: limited
the number of charts available, such that all charts were

available to all compensation reports, regardless of their
relevance, or they predefined different compensation reports
by industry or job category, which would require a large
amount of labor.

0010. The invention described herein determines if a
chart is relevant to a user based on the user's own profile,
and displays it, and also only shows it if enough data exists
for it to be valid statistically. There may be thousands of
different charts of many different types and based on many
different attributes and measures, and only a subset of them
may apply to a particular users’ compensation analysis. For
instance, a lawyer may wish to see a report concerning
“Average Bonus by Number of Hours Billed per Year,” but
this report is not applicable to teachers or CEOs. In the prior
art, each of these compensation reports is compiled by a
human analyst, created at expense, or details are ignored,
leaving only the most common charts in the compensation
report, Such as "Average Salary by Occupation and Loca
tion,” which are often the least useful to an individual trying
to compare his compensation against his peers. The inven
tion herein allows for a more targeted and relevant compen
sation report by focusing in an automated, Scalable fashion,
on attributes that are unique to a user, in addition to the

because it allows an administrator to define natural relation

attributes that are most common to all users.

ships between profile attributes, such as those that apply
routinely to the realm of compensation analysis of various
classes of profiles. The document is then interpreted by a
Software algorithm, and used during the retrieval of relevant
profiles, which can then be used for tallying and reporting.
Multiple search definition documents can be created quickly,
each one for a different goal. For example, one search goal
may weight skills and certifications very highly. The results
are useful for analyzing how to compare people with similar
technical skills. Another search definition document weights
experience and education higher, which is useful in seeing
how a user compares to those profiles who have similar
experience and education levels. A third example holds
location constant, and compares a user to all other profiles
with matching attributes in the same location.
0008 Another aspect of the invention includes the auto
mated ability to Summarize and present the results of a

0011. One skilled in the art would also recognize that
such a system could be used to match individual profiles to
resumes because the profiles described herein are typically
a Subset of data gathered for a resume. For example, a user
entering a profile into the system described herein could be
easily matched to resumes using the same mechanisms
employed to match against other profiles.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0012 FIG. 1 is an overview of a website implementation
of the system according to the invention;
0013 FIG. 2 is a general user flow through the system
according to the invention;
0014 FIG. 3 is a specific user flow for the first time a
user accesses the system according to the invention;
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0.015 FIG. 4 is a flow for the system to suggest a
FieldGroup to a user according to the invention;
0016 FIG. 5 is a flow for saving a users answer to a
database according to the invention;
0017 FIG. 6 is an exemplary profile according to the
invention;

0018 FIG. 7 is an example of the system suggesting a
FieldGroup in the survey
0019 FIG. 8 is a continuation of FIG. 7
0020 FIG. 9 is an example of the system suggesting
popular answers for a FieldGroup, in the Survey according
to the invention;

0021

FIG. 10 is a continuation of FIG. 9 according to

the invention;

0022 FIG. 11 is a flow for calculating and summarizing
data according to the invention;
0023 FIG. 12 is a flow for storing tokenized data in a
database according to the invention;
0024 FIG. 13 is a flow for populating an affinity group
according to the invention;
0.025 FIG. 14 is a flow for generating a custom report for
a user according to the invention;
0026 FIG. 15 is an overview of the different aspects of
a profile search according to the invention;
0027 FIG. 16 is a flow for a profile search according to

detail herein. In the following description, numerous specific
details are provided for survey flow, affinities, levels, sug
gest FieldGroup, Suggest popular answers, save answers,
profile search, scoring system, report aggregation, and rules
engine. One skilled in the relevant art, however, will rec
ognize that the invention can be practiced without one or
more of the specific details, or with other symbols, methods,
etc. In other instances, well-known methods or techniques
are not shown:, or are not described in detail, to avoid

obscuring aspects of the invention.

DEFINITIONS

0038 Field. A single piece of information, correspond
ing to a particular question asked by the system. Examples,
“City,”“State,”“Bonus Amount,”“Skill,” and “Job Title.”
0039) FieldGroup A set of related Fields that form a
logical grouping of information into a single record. Also
often referred to as a Question. Examples: “Salary' is a
FieldGroup consisting of "Salary Amount.'"Currency, and
“Average Workweek.'"Job Location' is a FieldGroup con
sisting of “City,”“State,” and “Country.”
0040 Survey—A set of FieldGroups asked in a particular
order. An administrator may fix the order, or the system may
determine the order using the “Suggest FieldGroup' algo
rithm defined below.

0041 AnswerValue (also Value, Answer or Attribute)—A
value (piece of information) corresponding to a Field, used
as a response. Example: For field “City.” AnswerValues

the invention;

could be “Seattle,”“San Francisco,”“Miami,” or “Paris.”

0028 FIG. 17 is an example of an affinity group accord
ing to the invention;
0029 FIG. 18 is a flow for the rules engine according to

0042 Profile A set of FieldGroups, Fields and Answer
Values that form a logical representation of an individual
person or group of people. Example: “Industry=Finance,
Job=Accountant, Employer-Name=Ernst & Young, Certifi
cation=CPA, Certification=CMA, Specialty=Taxation, Spe
cialty=Cost Accounting, Years-In-Field=12, Salary
Amount=60,000, Salary-Currency-US Dollars, Salary
Workweek=40 Hours, Location-City=Baltimore, Location
State=Maryland, Location-Country=USA, School-Name=
Princeton, School-Degree=Masters, School-Degree Year=
1995, Age=43, etc.”
0043 Affinity Group (or Affinity)—A grouping of pro
files that share common profile attributes, and further as
shown in FIG. 17. Example: “All People who work in Law
or Legal Professions.”
0044 Affinity Definition A Boolean representation of
the common attributes shared by an affinity group. Example:
For “All People who work in Law or Legal Professions', the
affinity definition might be: “Job=Lawyer OR Job=Attorney
OR Job=District Court Judge or Industry=Legal OR Spe
cialty=Trial Law OR etc.”
0045 Profile Search. A detailed set of criteria used for
matching profiles to other profiles and creating a scoring
system that ranks the validity of the match.
0046 Profile Search Document—A document that
encompasses the criteria defined for the profile search.
0047 Chart. An aggregation of data limited to an affin
ity group, in a format understandable to an end user.
Example: Bar Chart for “Average Salary By Specialty.”

the invention;

0030 FIG. 19 is a series of rules used in the rules engine
according to the invention;
0031 FIG. 20 is an exemplary apparatus in accordance
with the disclosed invention being further connected to a
network according to the invention;
0032 FIG. 21 is an exemplary flowchart for the purpose
of creating a user specific affinity group according to the
invention;

0033 FIG. 22 is an exemplary flowchart showing the
profile search process according to the invention;
0034 FIG. 23 is an exemplary XML code for profile
matching according to the invention;
0035 FIG. 24 is an exemplary flowchart the matching of
a user profile to an affinity group according to the invention;
and

0.036 FIG. 25 is an exemplary flowchart for reporting of
results of a matching process.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

0037. A method and system for providing targeted online
compensation reports that accounts for unique individual job
characteristics by using dynamic profiles is described in
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0.048 Report—A set of charts combined in a specific
layout to provide a detailed analysis of a profile search and
comparison goal.
Overview

0049 Every individual possesses unique distinguishing
characteristics in their employment profile. These unique
characteristics, even when seemingly minor, can correspond
to differences in employment compensation. Being able to
have a custom report that compares relevant characteristics
for each individual, and having an understanding of what the
market is willing to pay for the individual’s abilities based
on Such comparison, is an important step in finding and
effectively negotiating employment opportunities, as well as
making informed career decisions. The method and appa
ratus presented herein provide comparative compensation
reports based on characteristics determined through a Survey
and a scored-attribute-matching search and reporting pro
CCSS,

0050 Reference is now made to FIG. 2 where a general
user flow through the system is shown. A user begins the
investigation of their worth by accessing an Internet Website
through a user interface. Such as a personal computer,
personal data assistant, or similar device. Once access has
been established, the user conveys to the system his desired
compensation comparison objectives/goals, as shown in
FIG. 1. Once the objectives have been identified a survey
engine, also referred to as Survey wizard, begins identifying
the unique characteristics of the user that are most applicable
to determining a compensation level. The Survey engine uses
a combination of open and closed FieldGroups to create an
individual profile. An open FieldGroup is defined as having
at least one Field for which the user may enter an answer in
free text. A closed FieldGroup is defined as having a Fields
for which the user may only select from a list of predefined
choices. After each FieldGroup is answered during the
Survey process, the individual profile is associated with one
or more affinity groups. The affinity groups are discrete
groupings of individual profiles based on Boolean criteria.
The Boolean criteria, either simple or complex, are based on
a combination of values from one or more attributes on a

profile, Such as job, skill, location, etc. A user's profile
attributes are compared against each affinity definition, and
if the profile attribute meets the affinity definition criteria,
the user is considered to be a member of that affinity group.
For example, a user may be considered part of the affinity
group “People in Information Technology/Computer Net
working” if they have answered having certain skills, such
as Skill=TCP/IP, Skill=Cisco Routers, Skill=Windows NT

Networking, or Certification=Microsoft Certified Systems
Engineer.
0051. The survey engine, or system, discussed in more
detail below, through iteration, asks FieldGroups of the user
until the engine determines no more FieldGroups should be
asked. Upon beginning the Survey process, the user's objec
tives/goals are confirmed through an initial set of questions,
as shown in FIG. 1. The goal establishes broad areas that
should be investigated by the Survey engine. The engine,
using this goal, Suggests the next FieldGroup (Question) to
be posed to the user, from the set of all available Field
Groups in the system shown in FIG. 4. The FieldGroup
along, with possible popular answers obtained from previ
ous questioning of different users, is presented to the user.
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The system examines the answer offered by the user and, if
appropriate, saves it in a database, as shown in FIG. 5. This
process continues until the engine determines that the
desired goal has been ascertained and no more FieldGroups
need to be asked. The engine queries if any more goals need
to be examined returning the process to establishing a goal
for Questioning. The process continues as described herein
until profile data for all the applicable goals are created and
the Survey is complete.
0052 The system uses affinities or affinity groups to
categorize and group users in many segments of the appli
cation. An affinity group is defined as a group of profiles
defined by a set of profile criteria, called an affinity defini
tion. Affinity definitions are a combination of values from
fields defined in the system also shown in FIG. 6. For
example, Job=Human Resource Manager is an affinity defi
nition for the affinity group consisting of all the profiles Such
that users answered Job=Human Resources Manager. Cri
teria can be logically defined to create more complex
criteria, using standard Boolean operators such as AND and
OR. For example, the affinity group called “San Francisco
Java Programmers’ might have the following affinity defi
nition: “City=San Francisco AND (Job=Software Program
mer or Job=Software Developer or Job=Web Developer)
AND Skill=Java.” The corresponding set of profiles that
match this definition is the affinity group. The affinity
definition is stored in a relational format, which is easily and
quickly retrievable, and searchable. One skilled in the art
would recognize that such a definition could be stored in a
wide variety of formats suitable to the task at hand, or
modified for improved CPU performance. A program
quickly compares the user's profile to all affinity definitions
stored in the system, and determines to which affinity groups
a user belongs. One skilled in the art would be able to
recognize that more complicated affinities are possible,
using more complex Boolean logic such as NOT, XOR, etc.
Additionally, affinities can be created-which group numeric
data by ranges. For instance, all people in a certain age range
could be grouped together. Affinities are associations of data,
defined by a human, an administrator, or users, which allow
the system to create a more intelligent output for use by
many of the sub-systems described herein. Additional detail
is provided below in the form of flowcharts.
0053. The survey engine is required to ask FieldGroups
that are relevant for a particular user. Many different job
profiles have different attributes that affect one's compen
sation. For example, a CEO may need an answer to the
FieldGroup (question) Company Revenue in his profile,
while a Lawyer might need Practice Area or Bar Association
Memberships. The suggest FieldGroup algorithm is
designed to ask pertinent questions of the user depending on
the user's compensation analysis goal and the type of profile
the user has, learned through iterative questioning. Open
text questions provide a unique challenge in automated
systems because an administrator cannot anticipate them.
For instance, the prior art allows for a selection of an
industry from a drop-down list box containing a set of
known values. Because all industries are known to the

system, logic could be added to recommend a new question
based upon the answer to the previous question. In Such a
system, a complex decision tree is created in advance, and
the system is able to create a custom Survey based upon the
answers given by the user. However, these systems are
Subject to the limitation of knowing all possible answers,
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and spending a significant amount of labor to program the
decision tree to account for all possibilities. It also makes it
very difficult to add new questions because the added
responsibility of mapping each answer to the decision tree
must be part of the process. The invention described herein
is not subject to Such limitations because it allows the entry
by users of any answer. Typically, this open-ended question
is enabled by a textbox with few restrictions on what can be
entered, versus a drop down box, where a user must select
one of the pre-defined answers.
0054 Because the system allows open-ended text
answers, a standard expert System is not possible because it
is impossible to create a decision tree for an infinite number
of questions that would make up a Survey. In Such situations
in other art, an artificial intelligence mechanism is usually
employed to deal with the unknown variances in user input
concerning which questions the users answer, as well as
what those answers are. However, the invention requires that
a high degree of recall is maintained, which means a new
user coming and using the system with the same set of
profile data as an existing user, should have the same set of
FieldGroups recommended in the same order (determinis
tic). To accommodate these requirements, ie. both recall and
variability, the system employs a system that defines rela
tionships between FieldGroups, a minimum set of required
FieldGroups, and an order that the FieldGroups appear
during the Survey. These system rules are combined with a
set of weights and a Subsystem which allows a qualified
guess as to which FieldGroups should be suggested next,
without requiring a predefined Survey for each unique type
of job profile.
0055) To pick the next FieldGroup to be asked of the user,
the survey engine selects the most popular FieldGroup that
the user has not yet answered, but that is related to the
FieldGroups already posed to the user, and which is also
contained in the profiles of the affinity group(s) to which the
user currently belongs, Subject to the level constraints and
FieldGroup relationships described herein. An administrator
establishes the relationships and levels for FieldGroups,
prior to a user completing the Survey. As explained earlier,
the system uses a collaborative filtering architecture for the
survey engine to allow for a large number of FieldGroups
and minimal administrative input. Although a collaborative
filtering architecture is used, an alternative architecture Such
as a neural network might also be employed. Administrative
tasks related to Suggesting FieldGroups are limited to clean
ing input data that is used to teach the system, defining
FieldGroup Relations, defining FieldGroup Levels, and
defining affinity groups.
0056. The inputs to the survey engine are a user's pre
vious answers, affinity groups, relationships between Field
Groups (FieldGroup relations document), FieldGroup levels
(or FieldGroup priority), and a triplet called “Popular Field
Groups,' that consists of an affinity group, a FieldGroup,
and a weighted value. The output for the Survey engine is a
single Suggested FieldGroup. The constraints in the Sug
gested FieldGroup system consist of FieldGroup levels (or
priorities) and defaults. The survey wizard prioritizes the
related FieldGroups by first selecting FieldGroups that pos
sess the highest level (or priority) as defined by a level
document for the particular wizard or broad goal. Each
FieldGroup is assigned one and only one level per wizard.
Each level is assigned as a positive integer value to a
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FieldGroup, with lower levels constraining FieldGroups to
appear earlier in the Survey, and higher levels constraining
the FieldGroup to appear later in the survey. This ensures
that certain FieldGroups appear at or near the beginning of
the survey, and other FieldGroups appear at or near the end.
Additionally, the level document also groups FieldGroups
together in each level, and assigns one FieldGroup from the
group as a default FieldGroup, so that if an administrator
wanted to ensure that at least one FieldGroup out of a group
of FieldGroups is always asked, it is asked if no other
FieldGroup from that level is asked. For instance, there may
be two separate FieldGroups, “Job' and “Position.” Position
may be a specialized type of job, which is appropriate to ask
in certain industries. Such as for a professional baseball
player. In that case, job need not be asked because that
information is captured in the position FieldGroup. For the
most part, most profiles only need to answer job, whereas in
specialized cases, they may need to answer alternate Field
Groups such as position. Therefore job and position are
grouped; and job is set by an administrator as the default
FieldGroup because the system requires that if people do not
answer any other job-like question, they must answer job.
0057 The weighted values on the Popular FieldGroups
triplet are stored in a relational format. The weights repre
sent each FieldGroup's popularity. This is defined as the
number of profiles for each affinity group that have answers
for that FieldGroup. Popularity is calculated by tallying up,
for each FieldGroup, the number of users who have
answered that FieldGroup, for each affinity group, and an
association between an affinity, a FieldGroup, and a popu
larity, is stored in a relational table. By this mechanism, a
feedback loop is created between the user's profile questions
and answers, and the Survey wizard. As user profiles are
entered into the system via the Survey process, new asso
ciations of similar profiles are produced and those results are
integrated into the popularity of each corresponding Field
group, yielding a Subsequently more and more precise
survey for differing types of job profiles. Additional flow
chart discussion is provided below.
0058 Constraints are generally applied to the system
based upon naturally occurring relationships between Field
Groups, as they pertain to job profiles in general. For
example, it is assumed that the existence of certain Field
Groups presupposes other FieldGroups. A human adminis
trator with expertise in the domain defines these relation
ships based upon domain knowledge. Because the number
of relations between FieldGroups is far fewer than the
number of unique survey possibilities, it is efficient for an
expert to define these relations, even if there are hundreds of
FieldGroups. For instance, a FieldGroup such as “Bar Asso
ciation' (generally used for lawyers and profiles requiring a
legal degree) is only asked if the user's “Job,” or perhaps
their “Industry’ is known, but it is pointless to ask that
FieldGroup if only the user’s “Gender is known. As such,
a FieldGroup such as “Bar Association' is related to “Job’
and “Industry,” but not to “Gender.” Relations such as these
are referred to in the system as “FieldGroup Related,” and
are stored in the system using a relational format. In addition
to the levels, these relations act as constraints on the

determination of the output of the suggest FieldGroup.
0059 Given the constraints and weights that are resident
in the system, the Survey engine selects amongst all the
FieldGroups available for the survey, the FieldGroup that is
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the most popular (or highest weighted) FieldGroup among
the affinity groups to which the user belongs, constrained by
the levels and FieldGroup relations described previously.
Finally, the FieldGroup is forwarded to the to the user for
presentation. The user answers it, and the process is repeated
for Subsequent questions. If, after iteration, a FieldGroup no
longer can be suggested that meets the criteria discussed
herein, the system marks the users Survey as complete and
takes a pre-defined next action, such as showing a message
to the user and moving on to the reporting aspects of the
system.

0060 Reference is now made to FIGS. 9-10 that show a
non-limiting example of the system suggesting popular
answers for a FieldGroup in the survey. A mechanism exists
in the system, which suggests possible answer choices for a
particular FieldGroup, based upon several factors. These
factors are, for example the FieldGroup being asked, an
answer relations document, the user's profile and associated
affinity groups, and a set of weights, which store the most
popular answers for a particular FieldGroup. Just as there is
a relational basis between FieldGroups asked during the
Survey process, one aspect of the Survey engine establishes
a relationship between a particular FieldGroup and the
Suggested answers. A particular FieldGroup is answer
related to another FieldGroup if the answer to the first
FieldGroup causes popular answers for the second Field
Group to be suggested.

0061 The suggest popular answers algorithm is con
strained by the answer relations, and the answer values are
weighted using a table consisting of a list of associations
between a value, an affinity group, and the number of
profiles who have answered that particular value. Among the
constrained answers, the Survey engine selects the X most
popular (most highly weighted) answers among the list,
where X is an integer defined by an administrator as a
reasonable number of values to display for a user to select
from.

0062 For example if a survey begins with a FieldGroup
for Industry, and the FieldGroup is displayed, which asks the
user about the Industry they work in, and they respond
“law,” a second FieldGroup for Law Firm, based on the
process described earlier for Suggested questions; is dis
played and asks the user with which law firm they are
associated. Based on the Suggest Popular Answers algo
rithm, the engine can also provide a list of law firms that
were previously provided by other users to this FieldGroup,
based on those who also identified themselves in the law

Industry. The affinity group Industry="law' is, therefore,
answer related to the FieldGroup for Law Firm because the
suggested answers for the FieldGroup Law Firm are related
to the answer provided by the first FieldGroup Industry.
Correspondingly, for the FieldGroup Law Firm, the system
looks up all other FieldGroups that are answer-related to it.
For example, the type of job (FieldGroup for Job) may be
answer related to the affinity group associated with law
firms, as may be the FieldGroup for “total hours billed per
year, etc. Therefore, because FieldGroup Job may be
answer-related to FieldGroup Industry and FieldGroup Law
Firm, the system suggests to the user to select his type of job
from a list that includes corporate attorney, litigation attor
ney, paralegal, and so forth. While, if the user had answered
“Computer Software' for the FieldGroup Industry, then the
system would have Suggested different possible answers for
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FieldGroup Job. Such as computer programmer, senior Soft
ware engineer, IT Support technician, etc. Alternatively,
instead of using the Suggested popular answers, the user may
enter a new value, and input a job title that is completely new
to the system. Based on the user's responses, the system
categorizes the users profile and aligns it with profiles that
possess similar characteristics.
0063. When the survey wizard displays a question, one
aspect is to determine if the FieldGroup is an open Field
Group, Supporting open-text answers. An open FieldGroup
is one that allows for free text entries by a user, as opposed
to a closed FieldGroup, where a user may only select values
from a list or use numeric answers. If the FieldGroup is in
an open format, the user may type a open-text answer, or
select a suggested popular answer as described previously.
When the user has made their entry, the system determines
if the answer was typed as open-text or selected from the list
of possible answers. If the answer is selected from a list of
Suggested answers, the users choice is saved in a database
using the existing Answer ID for that existing answer in the
system. If the answer was free/open-text, an algorithm is
invoked to determine if the answer already exists in the
database in a similar form to the users free-text entry. Using
search technology, possible existing alternatives from the
database are suggested that possess similar characteristics as
the free-text answer. The alternative responses may possess
different spelling of key words, grammatical variations, or
combinations of other synonymous words. By doing this, the
survey wizard tries to identify the underlying focus of the
new answer and ensures that the system is gaining the right
perspective from the user. If the user rejects the Suggested
alternatives, the system requests that the user retype the
answer to confirm the response, and possibly enter more
information about the answers, so that the system or an
administrator may categorize the new answer. Once the user
confirms the response by typing it a second time, the new
answer is saved in the database and it becomes one of the

possible answers that Subsequent users may choose.
0064. An administrator, or automated program, can also
verify that any new answers are qualified values, such as not
containing Swear-words or other anomalies. An automated
program may exist which uses a dictionary, or other software
that can verify the validity of the value. If instead of a new
open-text answer, the user selects one of the alternative
responses, the selected answer is saved in the database using
the existing Answer ID for that answer. Occasionally, the
FieldGroup presented to the user is not of an open format,
Such as a small list of possible responses that do not change
(are not open), or a numeric value. Such as a salary figure,
or a date, or Boolean values such as Yes/No. In numeric or
date situations, there are bounds defined as well for answers.

If the answer to the FieldGroup fits into the bounds of the
FieldGroup definition, the user's response is saved in the
database. For instance, if the user is answering a date field,
the date may be required to be within a certain range, or if
a salary, it must be greater than 0. If the answer to this
closed form of FieldGroup is not within the bounds of the
FieldGroup definition, an error message is sent to the user
asking for clarification or re-input of the answer. Ultimately,
the users profile is saved and cataloged in a database that
allows the system to correlate it with other affinity groups
and other user profiles to provide a comprehensive compen
sation report.
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0065 Reference is now made to FIG. 16, where a flow
for a profile search is shown. A major aspect of the invention
concerns comparing an individual profile to all other profiles
in the system, and determining which of these profiles are
most similar. The Profile Search algorithm returns a list of
similar profiles. This similar list of profiles are then sum
marized and aggregated into a readable report that offers a
complex analysis of a users compensation and career
opportunities. This functionality allows the system to return
an in-depth, customized report consisting of analysis of
similar profiles in real time. It represents a more accurate
picture of a user's compensation than a broad Survey could,
or one done by human analysts, or based only on job titles,
or a standard expert system, etc. The Profile Search algo
rithm runs, which returns a list of profiles to which the user's
profile matches most closely to the search goal. Profiles are
retrieved from the database as a set of FieldGroup. Field,
AnswerValue triplets. The system encapsulates and defines
similarity between profiles by use of a scoring mechanism.
The scoring mechanism is generic in nature, and can apply
to any attribute of a profile that has been defined in the
system. It is important to note that different types of simi
larity can be established by the system. This allows different
search goals to be executed. For example, a user may wish
to know what projected Salary they may expect to make in
the marketplace, in their particular occupation, with the all
other attributes, such as experience, location and industry,
being similar. This is a common scenario for individuals
wishing to Switch jobs. The invention Supports this type of
analysis using a pre-defined search goal document, which
specifies that the user's profile is to be compared to a set of
profiles that have similar jobs, in the same area, industry, etc.
In another variation, a user may wish to know what other
different jobs for which they may be qualified, given their
skills, experience, location, etc. In this, case a different
search goal is defined for this type of analysis.
0.066 Reference is now made to FIG. 15, where a profile
search scoring system is shown. To encapsulate each type of
search goal, a search system is defined according to a
relational structure, using a scoring and filtering system. In
this scoring system, both exact matches are considered, as
well as affinity matches. The affinity matches, although
scored lower than exact matches, are critical to the system,
because they allow for a wide variety of similar attributes to
be grouped together and compared in a more natural way.
This solves a critical problem in this area of invention, i.e.,
previous incarnations of occupational comparison systems
require exact matches, and hence, lose much of their value,
because a large percentage of real world profiles that are
similar do not usually have values with exact matches, or the
number of true variations is much higher than is usually
accounted for in fixed reporting systems. For instance, an
IRS autitor may wish to be compared to an accountant, but
because they have different job titles, they may never be
compared in other systems. In this implementation, affinities
(as described elsewhere) are constantly being added and
updated through manual and automated processes, which
can link these values together, and hence, return similar
profiles.
0067. When a profile search is requested, the search goal
definition for the search is retrieved. It specifies rules for
how profile attributes are to the matched and compared. The
user's profile is then compared to all other profiles in the
system, and each matching value from the profiles is
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assigned a score determined by the field which it matches
on. For instance, exact matches on the FieldGroup job are
assigned a certain relatively high score. An affinity match i.e.
“All People with Accounting Jobs, is also considered
because these matches are similar but not exactly the same.
Because of this, these matches are given a slightly lower
score. Each profile is then score based on all of its affinity
and value matches, and the score is totaled up by Summing
up the individual scores. One skilled in the art can under
stand that many different types of search goals and match
criteria can be defined, depending on the type of FieldGroup.
The FieldGroup for “Job' is just one kind. For example,
other match scores can be defined for Skills, Specialties, and
Certifications, and combined with scores for Job to create

very accurate rankings of profiles returned in the search, to
meet a given search goal. To be returned for a search
(qualify), a profile must meet a certain overall threshold
score, which is predefined by an administrator as part of the
search goal document. Additionally, the profile must contain
matches on specific deterministic fields. The threshold score
removes any profiles that do not match on enough attributes
to be considered a high quality match. For instance, it is
possible that a profile matches on many non-deterministic
values, such as gender, geographic location, or experience
level, but does not match on something that is critical (or
deterministic), Such as job type or specialty. An accountant
may live next to an attorney, in the same age range, in the
same community, who went to the same college, but they
should not be considered matches because they are in
different jobs and different job affinities. Therefore, in one
type of search goal, only certain fields and affinities, such as
those related to the job or specialty, are considered deter
ministic enough to be considered for matches. Again, one
skilled in the art will understand that while Job and Skill are

considered highly deterministic for basic compensation
analysis, the system could be employed for other types of
analysis where possibly other FieldGroups, such as Location
or Gender, might be specified as highly deterministic
instead. This allows for the definition and automation of

many kinds of reports meeting many different profile
use search goals.
0068 Additionally, some combinations of attribute
matches may be considered more valuable than other com
binations. For instance, it may be preferable to match a
smaller subset of profiles for which a location is closer to the
target profile. By employing matchgroups within the profile
search goal document, sets of matches can also be ranked.
This is useful, for instance, in ranking profiles higher where
geographic proximity is desirable. By creating a set of
affinities (described elsewhere) that group together profiles
by regions, the profile search system using matchgroups
targets profiles within local regions first, ranking them
higher than profiles that meet other match criteria but are in
outlying regions. For instance, the search goal may first only
find profiles in the same or Surrounding cities. By defining
metropolitan region affinity groups, one can find people in
the same metropolitan region. However, there may not be
enough valid data in the system to find profiles in the same
metropolitan region, and therefore, one must also consider
profiles from a larger Surrounding region, such as a state, or
multi-state area, and choose them if necessary. By including
affinities in a ranked fashion in matchgroups, it is possible
to return profiles that are closest to our own by having them
rank the highest. One skilled in the art would recognize that
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closeness could apply to any attribute of a profile in addition
to location, such as experience level or age ranges.
0069. Reference is now made to FIG. 14 where another
aspect of the invention, a set of profiles (usually but not
necessarily retrieved via the profile search subsystem
described elsewhere) is aggregated and their individual
attributes are automatically Summarized into calculations,
Such as averages, medians, standard deviations, and counts.
The calculations are aggregated for fast real-time retrieval.
Aggregate definitions define dimensions (such as skill) and
measures (such as salary) into an aggregate (such as average
salary by skill). Additionally, the system can Summarize
values into predetermined ranges, such as salary ranges or
age ranges. A report chart format defines how charts are
displayed to an end user. Many different formats, such as
HTML, PDF or JPEG, exist, and the report output format
may be adjusted to work with any of these formats, and these
charts may be displayed as bar charts, pie charts etc.
0070 An administrator defines an aggregate definition,
for example in an XML format, consisting of measure and
a dimension and a name. Each aggregate is calculated over
an affinity group or groups. For example, after a profile
search is executed, the list or resultant profiles is combined
into an affinity group, such as “People Meeting Search Goal
X for User Y,” and all available report definitions are
executed, resulting in numerous aggregations. Each aggre
gate definition must contain a measure or a dimension, or
both. If no measure is specified, the aggregate is calculated
as a count over the entire dimension. If no dimension is

specified, the average, 25th, 50th, 75th median, standard
deviation, and standard error, etc. are calculated over the

entire population using standard algorithms. Aggregates for
the affinity group can be calculated using this method. Using
this method allows fast retrieval of aggregate information,
and easy definition of new aggregations, which are available
to any of thousands of affinity groups defined in the system.
0071. Because hundreds of aggregate definitions are
available over thousands of affinity groups, it is impossible
to present all of this data to a human in a format which they
could easily and quickly understand because the resulting
data would consume thousands of pages. To solve this
problem, the invention groups aggregations into charts and
groups, and filters and arranges the charts in a layout which
is understandable and useful to a human. Only charts that
have enough data and only charts that are determined to be
applicable to the user's profile are shown to the user. This
allows for many reports that are only applicable to certain
groups to be shown at any time, without having to predefine
a report for any particular group. For instance, a group
named “Pay Influencers’ might contain the following charts.
“Average Salary by Job.” Average Salary By Practice Area,
'Average Salary By Teaching Rank,”“Average Salary By
Skill,”“Average Salary By Experience.” Average Billing
Rate by Bar Association,” etc. But not all of the charts in this
group are displayed, depending on the applicability to the
user's profile. For example, the chart “Average Salary By
Teaching Rank” is not displayed if the report is for a
lawyer's profile. Another group named "Geographic Out
look might contain charts such as "Average Salary By
City,” or “Average Salary By State.”
0072 Charts are grouped into logical sections that are
recognizable to a human, and the system renders the charts
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in a grouped layout, so as to be in an understandable,
cohesive, readable presentation. For a particular set of
similar profiles, there are many charts that are defined
according to a report specification. A series of charts are
combined into a group which is then parsed and formatted
by a program into a user readable format, such as HTML.
0073 For instance, a lawyer's profile may have matched
to many other attorneys, all who have answered a Field
Group for Bar Association and a FieldGroup for Hourly
Billing Rate. The compiled report for the lawyer can auto
matically shows a chart for “Average Billing Rate by Bar
Association, whereas a report for a High School Teachers
would not show this chart because no matching profiles have
either answered the “Bar Association FieldGroup or the
“Hourly Billing Rate' FieldGroup. This is an important
innovation over previous approaches, which are restricted to
returning generic assessments that group individuals into
large, often useless, categorizations, ignoring Subtler, yet far
more useful categorizations.
0074) Reference is now made to FIG. 18 where a flow for
the rules engine is shown. A rules engine is set up to process
profile data automatically to search for common errors,
problems, and faulty data. The rules engine is an expert
system defined by an expert on the domain. Because the
Survey system is an open system, which allows free-text user
input, as well as freely input numeric data, rules are put in
place to automatically monitor that data for validity. This
helps to automate the process of data cleaning, and allows an
administrator to review large numbers of new profiles more
efficiently. For instance, a user may enter data that is
obviously bogus, such a having a salary that is too high, or
too low for the currency type and country, such as 0. Also,
in some cases the rules engine may also automatically make
changes to profile data.
0075. The rules engine is implemented using a set of
database queries as shown in FIG. 19, and stored procedures
that compare the profile to a set of predefined criteria, and
then take Some action as a result. Each of these queries is run
against each new profile input into the system by users, and
the results of the rules engine queries, including a list of
changes determined by the rules, are stored in a table. The
rules engine allows stored procedures to be set up which can
check for any type of data error.
0076 Another example of a rule is if a user enters too
many values for a particular FieldGroup, such as Skill. If a
user has answered too many skills, chances are that corner
of those skills are not valid or the user is just playing with
the system, and hence, the profile is invalidated, and not
considered for profile searches and reports. A flag on the
profile marks a profile as active or inactive. Inactive profiles
are not used by any other part of the system for calculations,
including comparisons in the Survey engine, search goals, or
reports. This way, data are cleaned and maintained as
statistically valid. Many other flags are also set on a profile,
and one skilled in the art can easily recognize that these flags
are useful ways to gauge profiles use in various aspects of
the system. Rules in this form can also be used to modify
existing profiles for data entry mistakes. For instance, a user
may commonly enter a new open-text value for one Field
Group that is truly a value for another FieldGroup. To keep
data as valid as possible in an open system such as this, the
rules engine moves the answer from one FieldGroup to
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another. One can easily see that a rules engine may be
extended to any situation that applies to a significant number
of profiles.
0.077 Referring now to FIG. 20 an exemplary and non
limiting Survey engine apparatus 110 (hereinafter "appara
tus) is shown, wherein an apparatus 110 is further con
nected to a plurality of users 120 by means of a network 130.
A client 120, for example client 120-1, may be an individual
requesting to participate in the Survey for the purpose of
establishing a personal ranking against other users who were
Surveyed using the apparatus 110 or other apparatus. For
example, a user of a compensation Survey implementation of
an apparatus 110. Such as discussed in more detail above,
may wish to establish a prospective salary at a certain
geographic area. In another embodiment of the invention, a
client 120, for example client 120-1, may be interested in
receiving reports providing statistical information of a plu
rality of users who have previously answered the survey. For
example, in the case of a compensation Survey implemen
tation of the apparatus 110. Such a user may wish to receive
a report of the average salary of a specific job function, or
a report of the average salary expectation of same.
0078. The Apparatus 110 is connected to the users 120,
for example client 120-1, by means of a network 130. The
network 130 may be, but is not limited to, a local area
network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), or the world
wide-web (WWW). Through the use of Web pages and
standard communication protocols, a client 120 may easily
access the apparatus 110 for both Surveying and reporting
purposes. In one embodiment, the apparatus 110 comprises
a central processing unit (CPU) 112, a work memory 114, a
code memory 116, and a database storage 118. The CPU 112
executes computer code stored, for example, in the code
memory 116, and which enables among others the handling
of the communication protocols between the apparatus 110
and the clients 120, the display of Web pages, search of the
content of the database, preparation of reports, and the like.
Work memory 114 is used by the CPU 112 for its operation.
The database 118 retains user profiles, a plurality of ques
tions and corresponding answers, report definitions, affinity
groups, periodic reports, and the like.
0079 Reference is now made again to FIG. 1, where the
details of a Website implementation of the system 100
incorporating the apparatus 110 are further discussed. There
are three basic building blocks to the system: display com
ponents 210, business components 240, and data compo
nents 260. The display components 210 are handled by the
client 120 and the apparatus (or server) 110. The client 120
provides the display capabilities by using a Web browser
220. The apparatus 110 provides the display capabilities
through the use of the hyper-text transfer protocol (HTTP)
230. Display components 210 enable the visual display of a
survey and reports as may be required by a client 120. The
system 100 further comprises business components 240
which have core components 245 and Support components
250. Core components 245 comprise at least a survey engine
247, a search engine 248, and a reporting engine 246.
Support components 250 may include, but are not limited to,
commerce 251, security 252, administration 253, and con
tent management 254. Business components 240 enable the
system 100 to provide the survey and reporting services in
accordance with the disclosed invention. The data compo
nents 260 are further comprised of a structured query

language (SQL) server database 261, a full text catalog 262,
and one or more extensible markup language (XML) con
figuration documents 263. These components provide the
data as may be required for the proper operation of the
system 100 and particularly the apparatus 110, in accordance
with the disclosed invention.

0080 Returning to FIG. 20 it should be noted that other
than Web browser 220 on client 120, all the other compo
nents described in FIG. 2 may reside on the apparatus 110.
However, a person skilled in the art would be able to adapt
the disclosed architecture such that certain modification are

made which provide for specific system 100 needs. For
example, the database 118 may be distributed and accessible
through the network 130. In another embodiment of the
disclosed invention, a plurality of apparatus 110 handle the
Surveys and have access to a plurality of respective data
bases 118.

0081. The code memory 116 contains, in addition-to
other codes, a code that is targeted for the matching process
required for the purpose of matching a user to a plurality of
other users and establishing the user's unique affinity group.
In contrast to prior art solutions, the invention disclosed
herein provides for a dynamic creation of affinity groups, in
addition to the comparison to previously stored affinity
groups. The advantage of automatically detecting and cre
ating affinity groups is in the fact the multiple parameters
filled out by the user as part of the survey allow for
increasingly accurately assessing the affinity group or
groups with which a user should be associated with. A user
of the system is therefore able to match his profile to that of
others such as himself, and determine, for example, an
expected salary for a certain job description or geographic
area. However, the method is not limited for job related
Surveys and these are provided merely as an exemplary and
no-limiting usage scenarios. A person skilled in the art
would further note that the methods disclosed herein below

may not necessarily require the exemplary apparatus dis
closed above, and Such methods may be applied to user
profiles and affinity groups provided from other means,
automated, manual, or combinations thereof.

0082 In accordance with the disclosed invention, it is
necessary to perform a series of matches between user
profiles, for the purpose of providing customized reports. In
one embodiment of the disclosed invention, a profile entered
by a user is matched against a plurality of user profiles stored
in the system. More specifically, the entered profile is
matched to other profiles according to “matchgroups”
(explained in more detail below) to determine if the profiles
are similar, or like, each other. It is therefore possible to
create a list of user profiles that are like the profile entered
by the user, otherwise known as an affinity group. Using
matchgroups, it is further possible to match a plurality of
profiles against a goal, where a goal may be a set of
parameters to which a subset of plurality of user profiles
matches best according to a defined score and score thresh
old. It is further possible to match an entered profile to one
or more affinity groups having known characteristics. In one
embodiment of the invention Such matching is performed at
every stage of the answers provided by the user as the survey
questions are presented and responded to. In another
embodiment, such matching is applied after a completed
Survey, taking into account all attributes of the entered user
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profile, and producing a resulting group or groups of match
ing profiles according to the overall matching goal.
0083. In accordance with the disclosed invention a
matchgroup may be defined as a plurality of match fields and
a plurality of affinity groups, each (match field, affinity
group, and matchgroup) having a score value. If the entered
profile has values matching other profiles values according
to the matchgroup, the matchgroup score is increased by the
score value defined for the matching field. If the entered
profile has values matching within an affinity group, the
matchgroup score is increased by the affinity score value.
The plurality of scores is tallied, allowing the determination
of an overall score for the matchgroup. Furthermore, the
process is repeated for any number of defined matchgroups
having potentially different match fields and affinity groups,
allowing the determination of an overall score for a defined
goal. Matching profiles may be then included or excluded
depending on threshold score values defined for this pur
pose, such as “Excellent Match,”“Good Match,” or “Bad
Match.” The process of matching is hereinafter described in
greater detail.
0084. Reference is now made to FIG. 21, where an
exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 300 for the purpose of
creating a user specific affinity group is shown. In step S310,
a user profile is received (hereinafter the “received user
profile'). This may be a user profile that was prepared based
on an automated Survey system, discussed in more detail
above. In step S320 a score is associated with each of the
possible match groups as shown above. A match group has
a plurality of fields, affinity groups, and respective weights
or scores, which allows for combinations of attribute

matches, may be considered more valuable than other com
binations. For instance, it may be preferable to match a
smaller subset of profiles for which a location is closer to the
target profile. By employing matchgroups within the profile
search goal document, sets of matches can also be ranked.
This is useful, for instance, in ranking profiles higher where
geographic proximity is desirable. By creating a set of
affinities designed to relate profiles by regions, the profile
search system using matchgroups targets profiles within
local regions first, ranking them higher than profiles that
meet other match criteria but are in outlying regions. For
instance, the search goal may first only find profiles in the
same or Surrounding cities. By defining metropolitan region
affinity groups, user profiles of people in the same metro
politan region can be found. However, there may not be
enough valid data in the system to find user profiles in the
same metropolitan region, and therefore, user profiles from
a larger Surrounding region, such as a state, or multi-state
area, can be considered. By including affinities in a ranked
fashion in matchgroups, user profiles that are closes’ to
compared to user profile may be located. Such located user
profiles having the highest score ranks. One skilled in the art
would recognize that closeness could apply to any attribute
of a profile in addition to location, such as experience level.
job category, company type, age ranges, and others. In step
S330, a search is performed matching a plurality of user
profiles to that of the received user profile. As a result of the
search, a list of scores is returned for each of the compared
user profiles. In one embodiment of the invention, the list is
returned ordered from the highest to the lowest score. A
more detailed description of the search process is provided
below. In step 8340, any number of score fitness ranges is
assigned, for example, a score range defining an excellent fit,
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a score range defining a good fit, and a score range defining
below acceptable fit. More specifically, if the score is from
“0” to 100 then excellent fit may be scores of 90 through
100, good fit having scores of 70 through 90, and so on.
In step S350, a report of the profiles best fitting the received
user profile is provided, identifying those profiles that best
fit as a new affinity group. In another embodiment of the
invention, the created affinity group is checked against the
already existing affinity groups and, if there is a match, no
new affinity group is created. An advantage of the disclosed
invention over prior art is in the creation of an affinity group,
which includes at least the received user profile. This allows
for a larger match scope than the static assignment of an
affinity group commonly found in prior art solutions. A
person skilled in the art may modify the disclosed flowchart
to fit with the needs of specific programming languages, e.g.
C++, or description languages, e.g. XML, without departing
from the scope of the disclosed invention.
0085. Referring to FIG. 22, an exemplary and non
limiting flowchart of step S330 of FIG. 3 for the profile
search process is shown. The flow chart explains the search
and matching process of step S330 discussed in FIG. 3
above. In step S330-10 a user profile to be matched to the
user profile received in step S310 is selected (hereinafter the
“selected user profile'). The selected user profile is one that
was not previously selected during he specific execution of
the current search and matchgroup. In step S330-20, the
match group score of the selected user profile is determined
in comparison with the received user profile. The match
score may be a binary value, for example, '0' meaning no
match and '1' meaning match. It is also possible to have a
sliding degree of fitness with multiple fitness score values,
for example, O =no match, 1=bad match, 2=acceptable
match, 3=good match, and 4 =excellent match. The spe
cific match score is correlated further with the score value

that is indicative of the weight a certain match field may
have. As noted above, certain match fields may have a higher
importance for the overall score than others, and hence have
a higher score value, or effect, on the overall score result. It
is further possible to limit the score, for example to a
maximum score, for any matchgroup, so that a multitude of
matches of a particular field do not skew the overall match
score. In step S330-30, it is checked if more match fields
within the same user profile are to be checked and if so
execution continues with step S330-20. Otherwise, execu
tion continues with step S330-40. In step S330-40, an
overall fitness score respective of the user profile in com
parison to the user profile received in step S210 is calcu
lated. This is a weighted value that takes into consideration
all the relevant matchgroups. The overall result is used as a
score indicative of the level of fitness between the two user

profiles. In one embodiment of this invention these scores
are normalized, for example, 100% meaning a best fit and
*0% being no fit.
0086 A matchgroup may be classified as being determin
istic or non-deterministic, and requiring at least one deter
ministic match to exist within the overall score, thus allow

ing a more deterministic match than solely a weighted fuZZy
type of result. For example, a matchgroup designated for
Job Type' could be marked as deterministic, and then no
profile is included in the overall affinity group unless there
is at least a score, which may also require to be at least above
a predefined threshold value, given to the Job Type match
group for the profile. Consequently, any score in a non
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deterministic matchgroup could serve to increase the overall
score of a profile, but in this case cannot by itself be
sufficient to allow the profile to be included in the final fit.
One skilled in the art would recognize that parameters such
as this can be considered optional in different uses of the
system, and are not meant to be limiting, but providing
further flexibility.
0087. In yet another embodiment of the disclosed inven
tion it is further possible to score on ranges of values rather
than by an exact match. For example, a matchgroup can
define a match field for Age Range, having defined ranges of
Less than 17, 18-29, 30-45, 45-64, and 65+. If the entered

profile matches by range with any user profile to be com
pared, the user profile could receive a score for Such a
matchgroup. It is also possible to score based on other
Boolean criteria, Such as a match field existing in a profile
and having any value at all, as opposed to not existing in a
profile. It is further possible to limit matches by a fixed
criteria, such as only to allow for matches with profiles
constrained to a particular arbitrary date range.
0088. In step S330-50, it is checked whether there are
more user profiles not yet matched against and if so execu
tion continues with step S330-10. Otherwise, execution
continues with step S330-60. In step S330-60, a report
including the score results of the user profiles to which the
user profile received in step S310 was matched against are
provided. These results, for example, may be used for the
purpose of reporting by the apparatus 110 discussed in more
detail above. The survey apparatus 110 uses this list to
determine the affinity group to which a user belongs and to
prepare tailored reports based, at least in part, on Such an
association to an affinity group or the determination of
affinity groups as discussed in more detail above. A person
skilled in the art may modify the disclosed flowchart to fit
with the needs of specific programming languages, e.g. C++,
or description languages, e.g. XML, without departing from
the scope of the disclosed invention, or further be able to use
it on an apparatus other than the one described as the
apparatus 110.
0089 Reference is now made to FIG. 23 where an
exemplary and non-limiting extensible markup language
(XML) code for profile matching is shown. The code may
reside in memory code 116 of the apparatus 110. Lines 504
through 507 provide information of filters to be applied on
the search data. This may include filters such as the state or
a country in which a user is located or in which the user
wishes to be. Another filter may be the profiles to be
searched which can include all the profiles available, or a
subset thereof. Lines 508 through 514 define sources for user
profiles. Such sources may be available on database 118.
Such sources may be affinity groups created by apparatus
110. Lines 516-522, 523-527, 528-532,533-537, 538-541,
542-548, 549-552, 553-557, 558-561, 562-564, 565-567,
568-577, 578-581, 582-585, 586-590, and 591-594 are

examples of matches performed in accordance with the
disclosed invention, as made applicable to an XML imple
mentation. Lines 595-598 define the ranking ranges so as to
allow for the grouping of the matching profiles in accor
dance with the disclosed invention. A person skilled in the
art may modify the disclosed code to adapt to other types of
searches for the purpose of matching user profiles without
departing from the scope of the disclosed invention.
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0090 Referring to FIG. 24 an exemplary and non-lim
iting flowchart 600 for the matching of a user profile to an
affinity group, is shown. In step S610, an affinity group to be
matched to a user profile, for example the user profile
received in step S310 shown in FIG. 3, is selected. This
affinity group is one that was not matched before during the
specific execution of the current search and match. The
match process entails the determination of scores of match
groups of the affinity group with respect to the received
profile. In step S620, a match group of the affinity group and
the received user profile are compared to determine a score.
The score may be a binary value, for example, '0' meaning
low and '1' meaning high. It is also possible to have a sliding
degree of fitness with multiple fitness score values, for
example, O =no match, 1 =bad match, 2=acceptable
match, 3=good match, and 4 =excellent match. The spe
cific score may be further weighted based on the certain
match group used. For example, the match group of location
may have a higher weight than that of a job position. In step
S630, it is checked if more match groups between the affinity
group and the received user profile are to be checked and if
so execution continues with step S620. Otherwise, execution
continues with step S640. In step S640, an overall fitness
score respective of the affinity group in comparison to the
user profile is calculated. This is a weighted value that takes
into consideration all the match fields compared and their
respective score values. The overall result is used as a score,
indicative of the level of fitness between the affinity group
and the user profile. In one embodiment of this invention
these scores are normalized, for example, 100% meaning
a best fit and 0% being no fit. In step S650, it is checked
whether there are more affinity groups not: yet matched
against and if so execution continues with step S610. Oth
erwise, execution continues with step S660. In step S660, a
report including the score results of the affinity groups to
which the user profile was matched against are provided. A
person skilled in the art would be able to extend the
apparatus 110 to provide the necessary reports by, for
example, including the required code in code memory 116.
A person skilled in the art may further modify the disclosed
flowchart to fit with the needs of specific programming
languages, e.g. C++, or description languages, e.g. XML,
without departing from the scope of the disclosed invention.
0.091 Reference is now made to FIG. 25, where an
exemplary and non-limiting flowchart 700 for reporting of
results of a matching process is shown. Such a report may
be provided in response to a goal setting as described above,
and in more detail in a U.S. patent application entitled
AUTOMATED COMPENSATION REPORTS USING
ONLINE SURVEYS AND COLLABORATIVE FILTER

ING, Serial Number (unknown), filed on the same day and
date, assigned to common assignee, and which is hereby
incorporated in its entirety by this reference thereto. In step
S710, a user is asked if an extended report is desired and, if
so, execution continues with step S730. Otherwise, execu
tion continues with step S720, where a standard report is
generated and, thereafter, execution continues with step
S750. The report is generated based on the user profile and
the respective affinity group associated with that user profile
generated by the matching system. In step S730, billing
information is received from the user, for example client
120-1. Such information may include, but is not limited to,
a purchase order (PO) number, a credit card number, or a
debit card number. In step S740, an extended report is
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generated, the report being based on the user profile and the
respective affinity group associated to that user profile. An
extended report may provide additional information other
wise not made available to the non-paying user. Specifically,
Such extended reports may include reports of a statistical
nature respective of a plurality of users. This is the case
where a human resource manager wants to find out certain
statistics about compensation demands common in a certain
geographical area. In step S750, the extended report or the
standard report, as the case may be, is sent to the user, for
example by means of displaying it as a Web page on the

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said new answer is

used as one of said respective answers when said at least as
question is Suggested.
8. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least a question
may have one or more possible answers displayed.
9. The method of claim 1, wherein said user may select
one or more answers to said question.
10. The method of claim 8, wherein said one or more

possible answers displayed is based on at least one of:
popularity of an answer within said at least an affinity
group;

terminal of the client 120, as an e-mail attachment, and the
like. In another embodiment of the invention the client 120

may further provides report parameters that influence the
desired output of the report, for example, the type of
information to be displayed, the manner in which Such
information is provided, and the like. Such information may
be provided by means of defining goals as described in
greater details in the above mentioned U.S. patent applica
tion.

0092 Although the invention is described herein with
reference to the preferred embodiment, one skilled in the art
will readily appreciate that other applications may be Sub
stituted for those set forth herein without departing from the
spirit and scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the
invention should only be limited by the Claims included
below.

1. A method for surveying a user, comprising the steps of:
presenting at least one question to said user, said at least
one question being pertinent for determination of at
least one affinity group to said user;
creating a user profile for said user based on said user's
answers to said at least one question, wherein said user
profile is comprised of said at least one question and at
least a corresponding answer;
adding said user profile to one or more affinity groups; and
storing said user profile.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said question is
comprised of a set of one or more question fields that form
a logical grouping of questions into a single record.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein said method further

comprises the step of:
presenting at least one additional question which is a
result of said at least a question presented to said user.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said at least another

question is presented as a result of at least one of
popularity of said at least another question within said at
least an affinity group;
being a most frequently answered said at least another
question within said at least an affinity group;
being a most recently answered said at least another
question within said at least an affinity group; and
relation to said at least a question.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least a corre

sponding answer is an open text.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein said open text allows
said user to add a new answer to said at least a corresponding
aSW.

being a most frequent answer within said at least an
affinity group; and being a most recent answer within
said at least an affinity group.
11. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
filtering said users answers to said question.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein said filtering is
performed in at least one of real-time and batch mode.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein said filtering further
comprises the modification of an answer to said question
based on at least one of:

predetermined criterion;
one or more filtering rules;
consistency with previously answered questions;
consistency with all answered questions; and
consistency with answers of at least said affinity group.
14. The the method of claim 1, further comprising the
steps of
periodically creating a new affinity group; and
associating at least a user to said new affinity group.
15. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
creating a new affinity group by a user.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the step
of:

associating matching user profiles with said new affinity
group.

17. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
the steps of providing a report.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the generation of
said report is constrained by at least one of an attribute of
said user profile and a goal.
19. The method of claim 18, wherein said goal comprises
at least one of:

a profile attribute value;
a range of profile attribute values;
a Boolean value reflective of a set of values:
a Boolean value reflective of a set of non-values;

a date range;
a minimum count of matching profiles;
a maximum count of matching profiles;
a question filter, and
a match score threshold.
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20. The method of claim 18, wherein said constraint

results are weighted such that deterministic fields have a
higher score then non-deterministic fields.
21. The method of claim 18, wherein for the purpose of
providing said report, said method comprises the step of
matching to at least one of said affinity groups at least one
of a goal and a user profile.
22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step
of:

determining the best match.
23. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step
of:

determining one or more matches which are the best
matches from a plurality of possible matches.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein said matches are

arranged by order of match score, said order being grouped
to at least two levels of matches, based on said score.

25. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of match
ing further comprises the steps of:
scoring of each match with said affinity groups; and
weighting the importance of including each said match in
the aggregation of said report.
26. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of match
ing to at least one of said affinity groups further comprises
the steps of:
classifying of each match with said affinity groups as
being one of key in meeting said goal and ancillary in
meeting said goal.
27. The method of claim 18, wherein said goal is one of
a personal goal and an informative goal.
28. The method of claim 27, wherein said informative

goal provides aggregated information pertaining to a plu
rality of user profiles.
29. The method of claim 28, wherein said aggregated
information comprises at least statistical information.
30. The method of claim 27, wherein said report resulting
of said personal goal provides a comparison of the user
having said user profile to at least one of a plurality of user
profiles and an affinity group.
31. A method for a compensation Survey of a user,
comprising the steps of
presenting at least one question to said user, said at least
one question being pertinent for determination of at
least compensation within an affinity group of said
user,

creating a user profile for said user based on said user's
answers to said at least one question, wherein said user
profile is comprised of said at least one question and at
least one corresponding answer;
adding said user profile to one or more affinity groups; and
storing said user profile.
32. The method of claim 31, wherein said question is
comprised of a set of one or more question fields that form
a logical grouping of questions into a single record.
33. The method of claim 31, wherein said method further

comprises the step of presenting at least another question
which is a result of said at least a question presented to said
USC.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein said at least another

question is presented as a result of at least one of popularity

of said at least another question within said at least an
affinity group, being a most frequently answered said at least
another question within said at least an affinity group, being
a most recently answered said at least another question
within said at least an affinity group, relation to said at least
a question.
35. The method of claim 31, wherein said at least a

corresponding answer is an open text.
36. The method of claim 35, wherein said open text allows
said user to add a new answer to said at least a corresponding
aSW.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein said new answer is

used as one of said respective answers when said at least as
question is Suggested.
38. The method of claim 31, wherein said at least a

question may have one or more possible answers displayed.
39. The method of claim 31, wherein said user may select
one or more answers to said question.
40. The method of claim 38, wherein said one or more

possible answers displayed is based on any of
popularity of an answer within said at least an affinity
group;

being a most frequent answer within said at least an
affinity group; and
being a most recent answer within said at least an affinity
group.

41. The method of claim 31, further comprising the step
of:

filtering said users answers to said question.
42. The method of claim 41, wherein said filtering is
performed in at least one of real-time and batch mode.
43. The method of claim 41, said filtering further com
prising the step of
modifying an answer to said question based on any of
predetermined criterion;
one or more filtering rules;
consistency with previously answered questions;
consistency with all answered questions; and
consistency with answers of at least said affinity group.
44. The method of claim 31, further comprising the steps
of:

periodically creating a new affinity group; and
associating at least one user to said new affinity group.
45. The method of claim 31, further comprising the step
of:

creating a new affinity group by a user.
46. The method of claim 45, further comprising the step
of:

associating matching user profiles with said new affinity
group.

47. The method of claim 31, wherein said affinity group
comprises any of:
profession;
geographic location;
compensation;
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compensation range;
experience;
experience range;
position; and
position range.
48. The method of claim 31, further comprising the step
of:

providing a compensation report.
49. The method of claim 48, wherein the generation of
said compensation report is constrained by at least one of an
attribute of said user profile and a goal.
50. The method of claim 49, further comprising the step
of:

weighting said constraint results, wherein deterministic
fields have a higher score than non-deterministic fields.
51. The method of claim 49, wherein said goal comprises
any of
a desired compensation;
a desired range of compensation;
a desired geographic location;
a desired firm; and

a desired range of firms.
52. The method of claim 49, wherein for the purpose of
providing said report, said method comprises the step of
matching to at least one of said affinity groups at least one
of a goal and a user profile.
53. The method of claim 52, further comprising the step
of:

determining a best match.
54. The method of claim 52, further comprising the step
of:

determining one or more matches which are best matches
from a plurality of possible matches.
55. The method of claim 54, wherein said matches are

arranged by order of match score, said order being grouped
to at least two levels of matches, based on said score.

56. The method of claim 52, wherein said step of match
ing further comprises the steps of:
the scoring of each match with said affinity groups; and
weighting importance of including best match in an
aggregation of said report.
57. The method of claim 49, wherein said goal is any of
a personal goal and an informative goal.
58. The method of claim 57, wherein said personal goal
is any of
compensation;
compensation range;
salary;
Salary range;
geographic location;
position; and
position range.

59. The method of claim 57, wherein said informative

goal provides aggregated information pertaining to a plu
rality of user profiles.
60. The method of claim 59, wherein said aggregated
information comprises at least statistical information.
61. The method of claim 60, wherein said statistical

information comprises any of:
average compensation;
average salary;
median compensation;
median salary;
salary percentile;
standard deviation;
trend:

profile count;
most frequent compensation; and
most frequent salary.
62. The method of claim 57, wherein said report resulting
from said personal goal provides a comparison of a user
having said user profile to at least one of a plurality of user
profiles and an affinity group.
63. The method of claim 31, wherein said compensation
any of:
annual salary;
monthly salary;
weekly salary;
hourly rate;
bonus:

tip;
benefits; and
vacation time.

64. A system for compensation Surveying and reporting,
comprising:
means for accessing a Website, said Website being con
nected to a network;

means for Surveying a user for information pertinent for
determination of compensation;
means for creating a user profile for said user based on
gathering of said information, said user profile further
comprised of at least one question and one correspond
ing answer,
means for storing said user profile; and
means for matching an attribute of said user profile with
at least affinity group, said affinity groups being pre
viously stored in said storage means.
65. A method for matching a user profile to a plurality of
user profiles, comprising the steps of
receiving a first user profile;
assigning a score value to at least one match group;
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matching said first user profile with at least a second user
profile from said plurality of user profiles and assigning
an overall fitness score; and

reporting said fitness score.
66. The method of claim 65, wherein said score value is

a relative weight of said match group.
67. The method of claim 66, wherein said weight is
proportionate to at least the importance of a score value of
said match group to the said overall fitness score.
68. The method of claim 66, wherein said match group is
further comprised of at least one of match field and an
affinity group.
69. The method of claim 68, wherein said match field

comprises a score value.
70. The method of claim 68, wherein said affinity group
comprises a score value.
71. The method of claim 65, wherein said match group
comprises further one of a deterministic and a non-deter
ministic match group.

72. The method of claim 71, wherein a score is deter

mined for a profile only if there exists a match to at least said
deterministic match group.
73. The method of claim 65, wherein said matching
comprises the steps of:
a) selecting said second user profile from a plurality of
user profiles not previously matched with said first user
profile;
b) comparing a match field of said first user profile to a
respective match field of said second user profile, and
determining a match group score;
c) repeating step b) until all match fields requiring a
comparison are matched between said first user profile
and said second user profile;
d) assigning a fitness score to said second user profile
based on the plurality of said scores determined in step
b);
e) repeating the method steps from Step a) until all
available user profiles are matched against said first
user profile;
f) reporting the fitness scores.
74. The method of claim 73, wherein said step b) further
comprises the step of matching at least one of a match field
and an affinity.
75. The method of claim 74, wherein said fitness score is

at least a tally of Score values of at least one of a match
group, a match field, and an affinity.
76. The method of claim 73, wherein said fitness scores of

step f) are sorted by order of fitness.
77. The method of claim 76, wherein user profiles having
a highest fitness scores are grouped into an affinity group.
78. The method of claim 77, wherein a number of user

profiles is determined using any of
a minimum fitness score of a user profile;
range of fitness scores;
an absolute number of the user profiles:
a defined percent of user profiles; and
a date range of user profiles.

79. The method of claim 65, further comprising the steps
of:

receiving information of a type of report requested;
if said report is of a type requiring receipt of financial
commitment, then receiving relevant information;
providing the desired report.
80. The method of claim 79, wherein said receipt of
financial commitment comprises the step of
receiving any of credit card information, debit card infor
mation, purchase order information, coupon informa
tion, and check information.

81. The method of claim 65, wherein said plurality of user
profiles comprises an affinity group.
82. The method of claim 65, wherein said fitness score is

at least a weighted score of at least one of a match group, a
match field, and an affinity group.
83. A computer software product containing instructions
for matching a user profile to a plurality of user profiles, the
instructions further being capable of executing at least the
steps of
receiving a first user profile;
assigning a score value to at least a match group;
matching said first user profile with at least a second user
profile from said plurality of user profiles:
assigning a fitness score to said at least second user
profile; and
reporting the fitness score of at least said second user
profile.
84. The computer software product of claim 83, wherein
said matching step comprises the steps of:
a) selecting said second user profile from a plurality of
user profiles not previously matched with said first user
profile;
b) comparing a match field of said first user profile to a
respective match field of said second user profile, and
determining a score;
c) repeating step b) until ail match fields requiring a
comparison are matched between said first user profile
and said second user profile;
d) assigning a fitness score to said second user profile
based on the plurality of said scores determined in Step
b):
e) repeating the method from step a) until all available
user profiles are matched against said first user profile;
and

f) reporting the fitness scores.
85. The computer software product of claim 84, wherein
said step b) further comprises the step of:
matching at least one of a match field and an affinity.
86. The computer software product of claim 83, further
comprising the steps of:
receiving information of the type of report requested;
if said report is of a type requiring receipt of financial
commitment, then receiving relevant information; and
providing a desired report.
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87. A method for matching a user profile to at least an
affinity group, comprising the steps of:
receiving a first user profile;
assigning a score value to at least a match group;
matching said first user profile with said at least an affinity
of said affinity group;
assigning a fitness score to said affinity group; and
reporting said fitness score.
88. The method of claim 87, wherein said matching step
comprises the steps of:
a) selecting said first affinity group from a plurality of
affinity groups not previously matched with said first
user profile;
b) comparing a match field of said first user profile to a
respective match field of said first affinity, and deter
mining a match group score;
c) repeating step b) until all match groups requiring a
comparison are matched between said first user profile
and said first affinity;
d) assigning a fitness score to said affinity group based on
the plurality of said scores determined in step b);
e) repeating the method from step a) until all available
affinity groups are matched against said first user
profile; and
f) reporting the fitness scores.
89. The method of claim 87, further comprising the steps
of:

receiving information of a type of report requested;
if said report is of a type requiring receipt of financial
commitment, then receiving the relevant information;
and

providing a desired report.
90. A computer Software product containing instructions
for matching a user profile to at least an affinity group, the
instructions further being capable of executing at least the
steps of
receiving a first user profile;
assigning a score value to at least a match group;
matching said first user profile with at least an affinity of
said affinity;
assigning a fitness score to said affinity group; and
reporting the fitness score of at least said first affinity
group.

91. The computer software product of claim 90, wherein
said matching step comprises the steps of:
a) selecting said first affinity group from a plurality of
affinity groups not previously matched with said first
user profile;
b) comparing a match field of said first user profile to the
respective match field of said first affinity, and deter
mining a match group score;

c) repeating step b) until all match groups requiring a
comparison are matched between said first user profile
and said first affinity;
d) assigning a fitness score to said affinity group based on
a plurality of said scores determined in step b);
e) repeating the method from step a) until all available
affinity groups are matched against said first user
profile; and
f) reporting fitness scores.
92. The computer software product of claim 90, further
comprising the steps of:
receiving information of a type of report requested;
if said report is of a type requiring receipt of financial
commitment, then receiving relevant information; and
providing a desired report.
93. An apparatus for performing automated Surveys, com
prising:
database means containing at least a plurality of prospec
tive Survey questions and prospective answers;
memory means for storing code, wherein said code con
tains at least code to perform an automated Survey
using said plurality of Survey questions and prospective
answers, for selecting a questions and respective pros
pect answers based on at least a response provided to a
previous question, code for creating a user profile, code
for creating at least an affinity group based on a
plurality of user profiles, and code for association of
said user profile with at least an affinity group;
computational means for executing said code; and
communication means for communication with at least a
USC.

94. The apparatus of claim 93, said database means
further comprising:
at least one of user profiles database, affinity groups
database, and reporting definitions.
95. The apparatus of claim 93, wherein said code to
perform an automated Survey selects one of said plurality of
Survey questions based on at least one of answers provided
by said user, said user profile, and an affinity group.
96. The apparatus of claim 93, further comprising:
means for periodically executing said code for creating at
least an affinity group based on a plurality of user
profiles.
97. The apparatus of claim 93, wherein said apparatus
further comprises:
means for providing at least a report.
98. The apparatus of claim 97, further comprising
means for providing said at least a report as at least one
of a basic report and an extended report.
99. The apparatus of claim 98, further comprising
means for allowing free access to said basic report.
100. The apparatus of claim 98, further comprising:
means for receiving billing information for providing said
extended report.
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101. The apparatus of claim 97, wherein said report is
provided in view of at least one of a user profile and an
affinity group.
102. The apparatus of claim 93, wherein said communication means comprises at least one of a local area network,
a wide area network, and the world-wide-web.
103. A system for the purpose of performing automated
Surveys, comprising:
a network connected to at least a client, said client
configured with at least a Web browser;
a database for storing at least a plurality of Survey
questions and prospective answers; and,

a server having access to said network and said database,
said server configured to at least Survey at least a user
using said plurality of Survey questions and prospective
answers and for selecting said questions and respective
prospect answers based on at least a response provided
to a previous question, for creating user profiles, for
creating at least an affinity group based on a plurality of
user profiles, and for associating said user profile with
at least an affinity group.
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